
I. STANDARD EQUIPMENT 

II. IDENTIFICATION OF VARIOUS COMPONENTS Observation tube 
clamping screw 

A. Dual viewing body BH2-DO 

Pointer manipulator lever bservation tube 
Demonstratar can bring 
the pointer to anv oarticular 
structure of a spkimen in 
the field of uiew. 

B. Tranformer (for pointer) T-DO 

I Vo l ta~e  adiustment knob 
Light intensity is adjustable 
in 3 settings: 1-M-H. 

Low voltage o u t h  i 



Ill. ASSEMBLY 

The diagrams below illustrate the sequential procedure of assembly. The numbers in circle 
indicate the assembly order of various components. * Remove dust caps before mounting components. Take care to keep all glass surfaces clean, 
and avoid scratching the surfaces. 

0 SB N O ~ ~ B  8 1 Dual viewing 

REMARKS: 

Oln  case demonstrator and pan- 
ner are positioned opposite to 
each other, they can observe 
the identical imaae of a stxc- Mave the sup  - 
i men Porter until the &leiding 

dual viewing ,,late 
@if the BH2-DO is used in con- 

junction with a metallurgical 
microscope (i.e. BHM-2). set a 
vertical illuminator at a right 
angle to the dual viewing body. 

: Transformer @ 

See Note@ 

f m  
I Binocular tube 

Notes: 
@ Microscopes compatible: 

BH2 series (BHS, BHT, and BHTU) 
BH series (provided with LB series optical ele- 

ments) 

@ Insert the eyepiece WHKlOX-H lor WKIOX-H) 
into the right eyepiece tube, and WHKlOX (or 
WKlOX) into the left eyepiace tube. 

@ Photo eyepiece NFK2.5X is incompatible. 

@I Super widefield observation tube is incompatible. 



N. OPERATION 

A. Focusing 

A demonstrator is required to make the following procedure: 

1 )  Turn the voltage adjustment knob to position M, and the pointer lights up. 

* If the pointer is not visible within the field of view, bring it back to the center of the field 
with the manipulator lever. 

2 )  Rotate the lamp socket until the pointer illuminates most brightly. 

3) Focus on the pointer in the following steps: 

a) In case of BH2 series microscope (with a helicoid ring on the left eyepiece tube): 

Rotate the helicoid ring of the right eyepiece until the pointer is brought into focus. 
- 

After focusing with the right eyepiece, rotate the diopter ring of the left eyepiece tube - 

to  make focus. 

b) In case of BH series microscope, incorporating8LB series optical elements (with a heli- 
4 A -  - 
4 

coid ring on each eyepiece tube): 4 

Adjust interpupillary distance. 

- Rotate the helicoid ring of the right eyepiece tube to focus on the pointer. 

Rotate the helicoid ring of the left eyepiece tube to focus on the pointer 

4) Focus on the specimen with the coarse and fine adjustment knobs. A partner follows step 
3) so that the specimen image can be focused simultaneously with the pointer image. 

B. Use of the Pointer 

The pointer can be manipulated by either of the demonstrator or partner. 

1. In case of the demonstrator 

1) Adjust intensity of the pointer with the voltage adjustment knob in 3 setting positions 
L-M-H. 

H for highly bright field of view. 
M for normally bright field of view. 

L for dim objects in darkfield, fluorescence, 
etc. 

2) Handle the manipulator lever (iJ to guide 
the pointer to any position in the field 
of view (field number 20"). (Fig. 1) 
* Field number represents the diameter 

in mm of the image of the field dia- 
phragm that is formed by the lens in 
front of it. Fig. 1 

Note: I t  makes easier to touch up the manipulator lever with the thumb of your hand, 
while putting the other fingers on any other part of the viewing body. 

3) Choose the filter color, green or orange, by means of the filter selector lever @ according 
to the specimen tint. (Fig. 1 ) 

4) If no partner i s  engaged in observation, cover the unemployed observation tube with the 
light shielding cap provided. 




